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Hf wisely shunned the league and permitted more radical states to risk
V its experiments.
E The. state, therefore, owes Mr. Hansen no little debt of gratitude
B for being a pioneer in the war against radicalism. Had the radical
B tide been given its way a few years ago Utah would have a more seri- -

H ous problem on its hands today than it has.
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lt GATHERED AT THE RIVER.

Ht
k A LL will remember that crowd of strikers, men and women, who
1 Jlx. stood at one end of the Limerick bridge and pleaded with the

Ht British guard that they might return to their homes. They had gone
H, out to see some game or other and when they tried to get back into
H the city the soldiery barred the way at the river.
H We became interested in that hungry, shivering crowd and con--

H suited our Salt Lake papers faithfully to learn whether the poor souls
H' starved together at the river, shivered to death or returned to their
H homes. Afterward the press dispatches referred to the strike several
H times, but left the exiles of Limerick marooned at the wrong end of
H the Sarsficld bridge.
H This situation made us nervous. We were reminded of the nerv--

H ous traveling salesman who heard the man in the next room to him at
H the hotel take off one shoe and drop it on the floor. He waited and
H waited for the other shoe to thud on the floor. Finally, he cried in

H desperation, "For heaven sake, drop the other shoe," only to find that
H( his neighbor had one wooden leg.
H The proper sequel should have been in the morning papers of

H April 23. One paper had the crowd still at the wrong end of the
H' bridge. Another did not mention the affair at all.

H Approaching nervous prostration we decided to consult the morn- -

H ing New York Sun of April 23. It had a dispatch identical with that
H in one of the Salt Lake papers, but there was this entertaining solu- -

H; tion of the mystery :

Hk By the Associated Press.
H Limerick, April 22. The entire town of Limerick was set laug-
hs' ing this afternoon by the ruse through which the 500 strikers who
H Monday afternoon attended a hurling contest across the river and in
Hj the evening were refused permission to return home over the Sars-- l

field bridge outwitted the military and got home.
Ht Marching from the Clare end of the bridge to a long pavement, they
Hk boarded a train for Limerick. When the station was reached four per- -

H sons left the cars and tried to pass the soldiers at the gate. While the
H ' argument was proceeding the other passengers remained concealed in

H the train, .darted for other doors and windows and scattered in every
H; direction. The guard was unable to halt them, and all soon were
Hf home.

HE BAR SHOULD ACT.
f

H: TX7" nave taken occasion more than once to stigmatize the dubious
H" VV activities of some of our local attorneys. It seems to be their
B chief aim to stay within the law while violating the principles of

! public and private honor.
It is not so long ago that the Mil ford land fraud case resulted in

H the indictment of some of our citizens by a federal grand jury in

H - California, and among them Fred Steigmeyer and William Story, Jr.,
H attorneys in the Boston building.
H Is it not time the bar concerned itself with the acts and activities
H of some of its members? A high standard of legal ethics will be main- -

H tained only if and when the members of the legal profession see to it
H that the standard is not violated with impunity.
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Mr MR. WILSON'S SECOND MANNER.
Hi
H T S it possible that the president of these United States and the ar- -
H? X biter elegantiarum of American diction is losing his grip on the
H- - English language? Has he heard so much "parley vooing" that his
H,4 English style is becoming contaminated with foreign constructions?
H Listen to these sentences from his memorandum on the Fiume ques- -

B tion :

M,-- , "These are the conclusion which I am forced by the compul- -
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sion of the understandings which underlie the whole initiation of pres-

ent peace. No other conclusions seem to be acceptable to being ren-

dered concise with these understandings." '

What the president seems to say is this :

"These are the conclusions to which I am forced by the under-
standings which underlay the initiation of peace. No other conclu-- 1

sions seem to harmonize with those understandings."
The convolutions of diction he has employed to state this simple

thought strike the reader as harshly at variance with the lucid lan-

guage he used to batter down the kaiser's throne in the day when
letter writing was half the battle.

But perhaps Mr. Burleson's cables are to blame. Perhaps gov-

ernment cables do not transmit English idioms as accurately as did
the privately-owne- d lines.
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THE NEW DISTRICT ATTORNEY.

BAMBERGER has done well to appoint JackGOVERNOR attorney to succeed Wilson McCarthy who has been
elevated to the bench. It is recognition of a f 1iful and efficient
service.

Mr. Richards is young, able and energetic. . .., assistant county
attorney and later as assistant district attorney under Mr. McCarthy
he has won high encomiums for his work. He undoubtedly will fill

his new office with credit to himself and to his community.
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Evidently the Paris peace conference heard the chirping of that
little round robin.
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The crown prince's wife now declares he is a brute. That makes

it unanimous.

The Germans are now quarreling about who was the first man to

know that Germany was whipped. There is no reason for a quarrel

as he was an American.
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fPk Now is the time to order
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